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Abstract
Evidence is growing that aggressive behavior and impulsivity have subgroups. The subscales of
the Urgency, Premeditation, Perseverance and Sensation seeking (UPPS) impulsivity scale and the
Bryant and Smith shortened and refined version of the Aggression Questionnaire were used to
describe and compare impulsive and aggressive behavior in extremely violent and aggressive
male inmates and non-violent healthy male controls. The Mann-Whitney test showed that there
was a significant difference (p < 0. 006) in the total UPPS impulsivity scale scores between the aggressive inmates and the controls. The subscales revealed that this difference was based mainly
on the urgency score (p < 0. 003). On the aggression subscales, the inmates scored significantly
higher for physical aggression than the controls (p < 0.001), but no significant difference was seen
between inmates and controls for verbal aggression, anger and hostility, although the exact pvalue was very close to statistical significance at 0.054. Regression analysis revealed a strong relationship between urgency and the aggression subscales hostility (p = 0.0004) and anger (p = 0.003)
and that urgency was also linked to symptoms of anxiety (p = 0.008). Finally, a statistically significant link was found between both hostility (p = 0.0003) and anger (p = 0.002) and symptoms of
anxiety. The highly selected subgroup of extremely violent criminals in this study were more
physically aggressive than non-violent controls, with urgency as the driving feature in their impulsive behavior, and hostility, anger and symptoms of anxiety as underlying traits.
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1. Introduction

The biological complexity of the development of aggression is partly illustrated by studies showing that childhood trauma and genetic polymorphism may interact and increase the risk for aggressive behavior in male prison populations [1]. Lower amygdala volume is associated with male aggression and the development of future
violence in children [2]. Changes in testosterone levels are known to modulate aggressive behavior, and decreasing levels of cortisol over time are a predictor for persistent aggression in highly aggressive adolescents [3].
Psychologically, competition may in some cases represent a situation in which aggressive behavior may follow,
but only in men with low trait anxiety [4]. Attempts to classify aggression have been made over the years, and
impulsive (reactive) aggression as a disorder has been included in the DSM diagnostic system since the first edition [5] [6]. Impulsive aggression seems heritable by genetic transmission [7] and it is strongly predicted by
cognitive and affective empathy [8]. Impulsive aggression does not predict violence recidivism as opposed to
premeditated aggression [9]. Impulsive aggression often occurs in response to perceived provocation [10] whereas premeditated or proactive aggression is goal-directed, and carried out unemotionally [11] [12].
The relationship between impulsivity and aggression has long been established and is recognized in terms
such as “impulsive aggression”. Less is known about the relationship between impulsivity and anxiety. Some
claim that both have clear relations to aggression [13]. Others see anxiety as a possible mediator in settings
where both impulsivity and aggression interact [14] or conclude that impulsivity has the same effect on aggression, in this case physical, regardless of the level of anxiety [15]. Hostile impulses have been included among
known risk-prone activities for social anxiety disorder in response to impulsive decision-making [16]. Impulsivity has been linked to 2 different classes of social anxiety disorder, one of which is associated with higher levels
of anger, aggression, sexual impulsivity and substance abuse [17] [18].
It is not known why some socially anxious individuals are vulnerable to become aggressors, but culture and
honor-concerns are known to influence this, as can a feeling of being persecuted, since the latter is significantly
linked to an aggressive attitude [19]. Angry or anxious persons display a more aggressive attitude than persons
in a normal mood state [20] and anxiety is most likely the mediator when, for example, physical and sexual aggression towards a partner are used, as in cases of anticipated infidelity [14].
Several theories have been proposed to explain and understand impulsive behavior, but much is still unclear
[21]-[25].
In Emil Kraepelin’s Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie (Textbook of Psychiatry, 1904) [26], the term impulsive insanity refers to often purposeless, unpremeditated, irresistible impulses, often morbid, to destroy and kill. In fact,
there is a high prevalence of both recurrent suicide attempts (87%) and hypomanic episodes (62%), especially
where impulsivity co-exists with anxiety [27].
Perhaps the best known and most frequently used scale for measuring impulsivity is the Barratt Impulsiveness
Scale (BIS), [28]-[32]. The Five-Factor Model of Personality [33] introduces the possibility to better understand
and position the different concepts of impulsivity, and to add clarity to the assortment of impulsivity measures.
This led to the development of the UPPS impulsivity scale [34] which focuses on facets of impulsivity common
across the different measures.
We thought that the Buss Perry Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) [35] in its Swedish version, the Aggression
Questionnaire in the Revised Swedish Version (AQ-RSV), [36], and Bryant and Smith-refined Aggression
Questionnaire subscales (BS-rAQ) [37] would reveal important nuances in our population of extremely aggressive individuals, thereby providing us with new information.
In the present study the impulsivity subscales urgency, premeditation, perseverance and sensation seeking
were applied together with the aggression subscales hostility, physical and verbal aggression and anger. The aim
of the study was to see how the different subscales performed against each other in a highly selected population
of extremely violent inmates and to establish whether the use of subscales provided new information. We were
unable to find any other publications on a similar population assessed using the subscales we applied here.

2. Methods
This study was conducted in two stages. Recruitment of the inmates and the first group of controls was done in
2011 and 2012 and the second control group in 2014.
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2.1. Study Population

2.1.1. Inmates
To be included as a study subject in this study a long-term sentence due to extremely violent crime was a prerequisite. Sixteen violent male inmates, mean age 41.9 + 11.9 (SD) years, the majority in preventive detention,
were recruited from a high security prison outside Oslo, except for one who had recently been released but still
agreed to participate. He was later re-arrested and charged following new episodes with violent behaviour. Fifteen of the 16 violent inmates were assessed using the AQ-RSV [36] and the UPPS [34]; one inmate did not
complete the questionnaire. Eleven of the16 inmates had committed at least one murder or had attempted to
commit murder, and 4 had committed severely violent crimes with a sex-related component. The main features
of the extremely brutal violence were rape, molestation or grievous bodily harm. Inmates diagnosed with paedophilia were not included in this study. One inmate had participated in gang-related violence, killing one person.
Fifteen of the inmates were serving long-term sentences, the majority in preventive detention.
In Norway, the imposition of preventive detention indicates that the court considers the defendant at a high
risk for reoffending, and therefore as an imminent threat to society. According to Norwegian law, after having
served a minimum term not exceeding 10 years, prisoners in preventive detention may ask the court to reconsider their case.
Before inclusion, the inmates were thoroughly informed about the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Among the
15 prisoners, no serious mental illness was reported or found when clinically screened for psychiatric history
and current disorders at the time of the first visit.
The process of recruiting inmates who have committed very violent and aggressive acts is complex and challenging. Furthermore, in Norway, the total number of excessively violent inmates is much smaller than in countries with large populations. Severe security measures usually apply and the inmates who eventually agreed to
participate represent a highly selected population. In the present study, the 15 high security level inmates were
assessed using the AQ-RSV [36]. Having identified and extrapolated the 12 questions in the AQ-RSV that correspond to those forming the BS-rAQ [37], this paper presents the BS-rAQ scores from 15 extremely violent
inmates sentenced to long-term imprisonment, and their scores on a translated, authorized, but unpublished,
Norwegian version of the UPPS impulsivity scale [34].
2.1.2. Controls
In this study, two healthy male control (HC) groups were randomly recruited from the general population. The
first HC group (HC-I) of 21 subjects, mean age 41.8 + 10.4 (SD) years old, was recruited at an early stage of the
study. The second group (HC-II) of 37 healthy males was recruited as controls for the UPPS. The mean age of
the HC-II group was 39.5 + 10.1 (SD) years. The HC-II group was also assessed using the BS-rAQ and the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scales (HAD), and was added to the already existing healthy male control
group, HC-I. Consequently, aggression and anxiety scores from an HC group of 58 subjects were available for
comparison. None of the control subjects had any history of violence and reported no prior or concurrent psychiatric or neurological disorders.

2.2. Questionnaires
The self-rating Buss-Perry Aggression Questionnaire (AQ) [35] with its 4 subscales describing verbal and
physical aggression, anger, and hostility is extensively used and has been translated into several languages, including a revised Swedish version (AQ-RSV) [36].
1) The Aggression Questionnaire-Revised Swedish Version (AQ-RSV)
The Swedish version of the AQ [36] was developed for research into clinical aggression based on the US version of the AQ [35]. For validation, the test was mailed to 781 randomly selected individuals aged 20 - 40 years.
Of these, scores from 497 test persons were evaluable (64%). The results from the American and the Swedish
versions were comparable for the correlations between the four aggression subscales and had alpha coefficients
indicating internal consistency. The Swedish and Norwegian cultures and languages are very close, which
means that we did not expect any major problems applying the AQ-RSV directly to a Norwegian population.
2) The Bryant and Smith shortened and refined Aggression Questionnaire (BS-rAQ).
Bryant and Smith [37] introduced a 12-question refined measurement model (BS-rAQ) of the original AQ
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[35]. Due to overlap between what the subscales actually measured and low common variance, the AQ was
consequently refined by Bryant and Smith [37].
The inmates’ individual AQ-RSV scores corresponding to the 12 questions forming the BS-rAQ were selected for the BS-rAQ subscale analysis in this study.
3) The UPPS impulsivity scale.
Whiteside and Lynam [34] identified 4 distinct facets of personality that had been frequently confused and
commonly referred to as impulsivity. These facets, urgency, premeditation, perseverance and sensation-seeking,
form the UPPS impulsivity behavior scale [34].
The Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale [38] is a 14 item self-report measure with two subscales,
each of 7 items for detecting states of depression and anxiety. In this study, to qualify for clinically significant
anxiety and depression, a cut-off point of >8 was chosen for both the anxiety and depression subscales.
The inmates were assessed using the UPPS [34], the AQ-RSV [36] and the HAD scale sitting at a table in a
room in the visiting area outside their departments at the prison.

2.3. Statistics
All statistical analyses (linear and non-linear regression analysis, Mann-Whitney [MW] test, Student’s t-test and
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov [KS] test) were performed using GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA 92037 USA.
A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

2.4. Ethics
The study was approved by the Norwegian Regional Ethics Committee-approval number 2010/792.

3. Results
3.1. Mann-Whitney and Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests
The MW test showed a significant difference (p < 0.006) in the total UPPS impulsivity scale scores between the
aggressive inmates and the HC-II group. The result in the KS test was p < 0.003. Looking at the 4 subscales,
only urgency showed a statistically significant difference (p < 0.003) in the MW test, and a p-value of 0.02 in
the KS test. There were no differences with a p-level ≤ 0.05 between inmates and HC-II controls for the remaining 3 UPPS subscales.
The total number of controls who completed the BS-rAQ was 58. The MW test showed that the inmates were
significantly more physically aggressive than the controls (p < 0.001) and the KS test gave a p-value of 0.002 for
the same difference. No significant difference was seen for the subscales verbal aggression, anger and hostility
in the MW test, but for hostility the exact p-value of 0.054 was very close. The KS test, in this case, gave a
p-value of 0.140. Furthermore, the KS test showed statistical significance (0.047) for anger but not for verbal
aggression.

3.2. Regression Analysis
3.2.1. Impulsivity and Aggression
Linear regression analyses between the inmates’ urgency scores and hostility and anger yielded statistically significant relationships (Figure 1).
3.2.2. Impulsivity and Symptoms of Anxiety
Figure 2 displays the linear regression between the inmates’ individual urgency scores and HAD A subscale
scores for anxiety (p = 0.008). No statistically significant relationship was seen between any UPPS impulsivity
scales and depression, or between the anxiety scores and the 3 remaining UPPS subscales.
3.2.3. Aggression and Symptoms of Anxiety
Linear regression between hostility and anger and the HAD A subscale also yielded statistically significant relationships as seen in Figure 3(a) (hostility p = 0.0003) and Figure 3(b) (anger p = 0.002).
Four inmates scored equal to or above the cut-off score of ≥ 8 on the anxiety subscale and 1 inmate scored
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Displays the linear regression between the inmates’ urgency and hostility scores; p = 0.0004, Y = 2,762*X –
2,328. (b) Displays the linear regression between the inmates’ urgency and anger scores; p = 0.003, Y = 2,625*X – 2,724.
Linear regression revealed no statistically significant relationships between premeditation, perseverance, sensation-seeking,
and physical and verbal aggression.

Figure 2. Shows the linear regression between urgency and HAD A, Y = 5,592*X – 6,957.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Shows the linear regression between hostility and HAD A, Y = 1,988*X – 2,091 and (b) shows the linear regression between anger and HAD A, Y = 1,679*X + 0.5311.

above the cut-off score of ≥ 8 for depression. Only a small proportion of the inmates therefore showed levels of
anxiety and depression that would normally elicit follow-up of the clinical state.

4. Discussion
Brutality and violent aggression represent a menace to society. Following blind and unpredicted violence, the
questions of whether it could have been predicted and therefore avoided are frequently asked. In forensic psychiatry, the question of whether an aggressive act can be classified as impulsive or not is rarely met with an an-
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swer without reservations. The link between aggression and impulsivity is not clear, but there are studies describing an association between the two [10] [15]. The findings of the present study in extremely violent and
brutal criminals do not confirm that higher impulsivity scores are associated with higher levels of reported
physical aggression [15]. Our findings do, however, show that there is a significant relationship between impulsivity and aggression as demonstrated by the impulsivity subscale urgency and the aggression subscales hostility
and anger in the two assessment questionnaires we used. Furthermore, the level of urgency among our violent
criminals is significantly greater than in controls, indicating that individuals in our highly selected study group
may carry a higher risk of committing violent acts because of the level of urgency. The difference between the
two current study groups’ aggression scores for hostility and anger only just achieved statistical significance,
possibly influenced by factors such as low sample size and lack of homogeneity. It must also be borne in mind
that our population of inmates is different from the populations for whom the questionnaire is developed. Bryant
and Smith based their study on 5 samples of undergraduates of both genders [37].
The UPPS is constructed based on information from 437 undergraduates, mostly women enrolled in an introductory psychology course [34] and has demonstrated its usefulness as a predictor as well as a potential tool for
distinguishing between certain forms of aggression [39]. The present significant relationship between urgency
and hostility supports observations showing a link between negative urgency and hostile attributes [40] and
studies concluding that negative urgency may account for a significant variance in aggression [41]. No significant relationships between UPPS facets and aggressive responses are, however, found in a more recent study [42]
examining the relationship between the UPPS facets of impulsivity and aggressive responses from a response
choice aggression paradigm in college undergraduates.
We also observed a statistically significant relationship between impulsivity, i.e. urgency and symptoms of
anxiety, and linear regression analysis shows a direct link between anxiety and urgency, but not between anxiety
and the other UPPS impulsivity measures. Some studies have shown that patients with anxiety disorders without
a lifetime history of comorbid major mood episodes have greater trait and state impulsivity than controls [43]. In
conditions with substance use disorders, others have shown that the total scores on the Barrat Impulsivity Scale
(BIS) [11] [44] may predict violence [45]. Furthermore, anxiety symptoms seem to account for the link between
reactive aggression and sleep problems among Latino adolescents [46]. Taken together, there is growing evidence for the existence of subgroups of aggression, which in some anxiety and impulsivity levels may identify
at-risk behavior [27]. Complicating matters further, subtypes of social anxiety disorder (SAD) have been recognized [47].
In our study, we also find that the inmates’ scores on the aggression subscales hostility and anger, but not
physical and verbal aggression, correlate with their scores for symptoms of anxiety on the HAD A subscale. No
statistical significance is found when testing the relationship between the inmates’ scores on the aggression subscales against HAD D symptoms of depression. A link between anxiety and aggression as indicated by the present results represents a platform shared with some previous observations, e.g. that persons with an angry or anxious mood state display a more aggressive attitude than those with a neutral mood [20], and with the observation of a correlation between the duration of anxiety and anger and hostility in patients with panic disorder [48].
We are unable to offer an explanation for the lack of correlation between the inmates’ symptoms scores for
anxiety and scores for physical or verbal aggression in this study, but a lack of clinically significant anxiety
cannot be ruled out. A relationship between anxiety and aggression may not necessarily be direct as indicated by
studies showing that anxiety symptoms seem to account for the link between reactive aggression and sleep
problems [46] and that anxiety may act as a mediator in some cases of physical aggression [14].
Although our results are vulnerable to interfering factors, the chosen approach has resulted in what we believe
is a strength of this study. To a certain extent the results reflect and support the existence of aggressive subgroups as described elsewhere. In this case an extremely brutal and aggressive group with the personality characteristics urgency, hostility and anger.
A complicating factor when identifying possible subgroups is that different studies often refer to the use of
different scales applied on different populations, which impedes direct comparison. Different scales imply that
different issues may have been addressed in the construction of the scales with direct consequences for what is
actually measured. Applied to our highly selected population, the respective scales most likely contain different
interfering biases. Therefore, beyond pointing in a direction which we believe is worth pursuing in future research, we are at present not comfortable with making more firm conclusions based on the results of our linear
regression analyses.
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In studies like ours, there will always be questions regarding the validity of the results, especially when based
on an individual’s self-scores. The fact that all inmates included in the study population classed their childhood
as good is of concern, since we have gathered strong evidence over the years that childhood trauma represents a
risk factor for the development of aberrant behaviour later in life. Childhood physical punishment (CPP) has
been associated with a number of negative psychosocial outcomes in adulthood [49], some of which are increased aggressiveness [50] [51], phobias, anxiety, schizotypal personality, and alcohol and drug abuse [52]. In
view of the inmates’ positive assessments on their childhoods, future research should also consider the possible
interference of sublimation, a defence mechanism where socially unacceptable impulses are consciously transformed into socially acceptable actions. It is known that acting out and less use of sublimation predicts higher
levels of anxiety [53] and that CPP may cause internalized anger and negativity towards others [49].
Some of the limitations of this study have already been addressed. The majority of the inmates included reported use of both legal and illegal drugs and stimulants. We were unable to gather detailed information on this
to create a group-based overview. Classification of the aggressive acts based on information from the inmates
makes it possible to deduce that only one of the severe criminal types of behaviour described could be classified
as premeditated aggression, and the rest as impulsive. Strengths of our study were that the group of inmates included was relatively homogenous from a crime severity point of view-all having shown their potential for brutality.
To conclude, we see growing evidence suggesting that the use of subscales as in this study would be of benefit when trying to distinguish between different forms of aggression and impulsivity.
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